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Following a vote later this month by the 
Board of Trustees, the University of South 
Carolina could see 14 programs slashed and 
two programs added. 
The l ist of programs was approved 
by the Academic A f fa irs and Facult y 
Liason Committee, which is responsible 
for discussing issues involving academic 
programs before they go to the full Board of 
Trustees.
All but one of the programs to be cut 
are at the graduate level, and the majority 
of them are from the College of Education 
at USC Columbia. There is also one from 
the College of Arts and Sciences at USC 
Columbia and two from USC Aiken.
“ P rog r a m t e r m i n at ion s  a re  on l y 
undertaken after a careful assessment of 
the impact of the termination upon the 
students and faculty involved,” said Kristia 
Finnigan, director of Academic Programs 
for the Offi ce of the Provost. 
Alan Tauber, president of the Graduate 
Student Association, said he heard some 
programs were consolidated in the College 
of Education but that the effects would be 
more long-term.
“If the choice is between a bunch of 
mediocre programs and a few excellent ones, 
[the trustees] would take the latter,” he said.
Tauber said his main concern would be 
whether current students could fi nish their 
degrees in the programs being terminated. 
According to Finnigan, this would not be a 
problem.
“A program termination actually takes 
place in two stages, if there are students in 
the program being terminated,” she said.
In this situation, the University allows 
enrolled students to complete their degrees 
if they so choose. The first stage of the 
termination closes the program to new 
students only. The second stage begins when 
the last student in the program graduates.
“If there are no students in the program 
being terminated, it can be closed more 
quickly, and advisors will steer prospective 
students to other programs,” Finnigan said.
Five of the programs being terminated 
have current st udent s  enrol led,  and 
provisions are being made to allow them 
to complete their degrees. The rest of the 
programs on the list had no students in 
them.
“It is a tight economic time, and changes 
will have to be made,” Tauber said.
However, Finnigan said budget cuts 
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Greek Week at USC
USC cuts programs, looks to save money
Donaldson selected 
as Preston principal 
Professor excited for possibilities 
in living-learning community
Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER
Classes with low enrollment, 
mostly graduate, terminated, 
current students unaffected   
Being principal of Preston College entails some rare 
responsibilities for higher education. 
The leader of the living and learning community lives in 
the college, working with students hands-on in both their 
personal and scholarly lives.
For the next three  years, Preston 
students will be working with 38-year-old 
Bobby Donaldson .
Donaldson, currently a professor in the 
history department, said he’s excited to take 
over the reins from outgoing Principal Jim 
Stiver .
“I’m honored about this selection,” 
Donaldson said in a personal statement. 
“I’m deeply committed to undergraduate 
education.”
Donaldson believes that Preston’s long 
traditions, central location and active student participation 
make Preston a vibrant intellectual and cultural community. 
“In short, it’s one of the coolest spots on campus, and I’m 
excited about the possibilities,” he said. 
He is interested in working with students and strengthening 
Preston’s consistent commitment to community service, 
active citizenship and diversity. Donaldson congratulated 
the University on continuing its mission to provide more 
communities like Preston.  
According to a statement, he said, “We now have the 
Green Quad, the Honors Residence Hall and the Capstone 
Scholars Program, and I look forward to working with my 
faculty colleagues in strengthening the ties and relationships 
among the various communities.” 
Donaldson went to college at Wesleyan University in 
Middletown, Conn. He’s been at USC for 10 years and 
served as a Preston Faculty Associate from Fall 2002 to 
Spring 2005. During that time he has established many 
strong relationships with the students. 
He has advised three Magellan Undergraduate Research 
projects and six senior theses in the past three years. He 
has a Ph.D. in African American Studies and is interested 
in designing programs and creative venues within Preston 
that explore the critically important topics of race relations, 
tolerance and reconciliation on the campus and in the wider 
community. 
Donaldson said that he is an “unwavering champion of the 
dynamic liberal arts culture and the vibrant living-learning 
community that inspired me as an undergraduate.” 
Brian Davidson, a second-year geography student and 
resident of Preston is looking forward to having a new 
principal. 
“I’m really excited about it,” he said. “I can’t wait to see 
what the new principal has to bring here around Preston.” 
Davidson said that he thought Jim Stiver, who will be 
retiring this semester, did a great job. 
“For all the harassment and stress that comes with the job, 
he was fantastic.”
Stiver said that he has other plans for the future. 
“I came out of retirement to be principal and now I hope 
to teach two courses per year,” Stiver said. “I also wish to 
become a faculty associate for a year, or several years.” 
Stiver is excited that Preston is going to be home to a 
“young, dynamic scholar” in Donaldson. 
CUT PROGRAMS
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
April is Child Abuse Prevention Month, and as part of 
its sorority’s philanthropy, Kappa Delta Sorority will be 
handing out pinwheels on Greene Street every Thursday 
during all month.
Every person that makes a donation will receive a 
pinwheel, which signifies “blowing towards a better 
future.” 
PINWHEEL PHILANTHROPY
were not a direct factor in these changes. Rather, the 
overwhelming reasons for cutting the programs are “very 
low enrollments” and the replacement of defunct programs 
with more modern ones.
In addition, there are national and state regulations that 
require periodic assessments of programs and enrollments. 
The national accrediting agencies for education programs 
require assessments every seven years , and the South 
Carolina Commission on Higher Education requires USC 
to report on program productivity every two years .
Programs ● 2
Greek Week wrapped up Thursday evening with trays of barbecue and live music on the 
Russell House Patio.
Team Pi — made up of Alpha Delta Pi Sorority, Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity and Alpha 
Epsilon Pi Fraternity — won the event.
The weeklong Olympic-themed event featured a decathlon, a hot dog eating contest, 
a trivia contest and more. Three to four sororities made up each team, and the 10 teams 
competed against each to win the most points and raise the most money for the Carolina 
Sunshine Network, a local charity similar to the Make-a-Wish Foundation. 
Members were awarded for attendance and winning events.
This year’s competition incorporated more physical competition than in years past, 
according to Danielle Baker, co-director of programming for the week. 
“We wanted to get people out there and involved,” she said.
The money will help make wishes come true for terminally and critically ill children in 
South Carolina.
Attendance increased this year from the past, according to Director of Greek Life 
Ron Binder. More than 700 people came to the hot dog eating contest Tuesday, and the 
programming board implemented better sign-in procedures, he said. 
Interdisciplinary Master of 
Arts in Business Education
IMA in Physical 
Education
Master of Arts in 
Applied Art History
IMA in Sciences
AND MORE
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WICHITA, Kan. — A man who murdered one of the few U.S. 
doctors who performed late-term abortions lashed out at the court 
during his sentencing hearing Thursday and took the opportunity 
to describe abortion procedures in detail, which he was previously 
forbidden from doing during the trial.
Scott Roeder, 52, accused Sedgwick County District Judge 
Warren Wilbert of “duplicity” and said his trial was a miscarriage 
of justice because he wasn’t allowed to present testimony about the 
evils of abortion. He said the deaths of a few providers like Dr. 
George Tiller must be weighed against the millions of abortions 
that have been performed.
“I stopped him so he could not dismember another innocent 
baby,” Roeder said. “Wichita is a far safer place for unborn babies 
without George Tiller.”
Roeder has admitted gunning down Tiller in the back of Tiller’s 
Wichita church last May. He faces a mandatory life prison sentence, 
and Wilbert must decide whether to make him eligible for parole 
after 25 or 50 years. The judge indicated during the hearing that 
there appeared to be enough evidence to qualify Roeder for the 
harsher of the two sentences.
The South Carolina Legislature’s only doctor was charged 
Thursday with failing to fi le 2004 to 2007 state income tax returns 
on time.
Rep. Kris Crawford, R-Florence, blamed the missed deadlines 
on his former accountant. Crawford and his attorney say he is 
currently up-to-date on his taxes.
“This says willful, and I didn’t willfully do anything,” Crawford 
told The Associated Press after his release. “I paid a CPA. I rely 
on professionals for lots of things. I obviously paid perfectly good 
money for services, and the documents got fi led late through my 
accountant.”
The 40-year-old Republican is charged with four counts of 
failing to fi le personal income taxes when due for tax years 2004 
to 2007, and three counts of failing to fi le corporate income taxes 
on time from his medical company for tax years 2005 to 2007. 
His personal gross income for the four years tallied just over $1 
million, while the gross earnings from his business totaled nearly 
$1 million for three years. 
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“There are minimum major numbers 
and graduation numbers we must adhere 
to,” Finnigan said. “All of the programs cut 
because of low enrollments were below the 
minimum levels over an extended period of 
time.”
These factors also contributed to the 
decision to add the two new programs. 
One is the Bachelor of Science in Athletic 
Training, which Finnigan said used to just 
be a concentration in the bachelor of science 
in physical education. The conversion will 
allow the program to potentially be nationally 
accredited.
The second new program, a Ph.D. in 
teaching and learning, consolidates the former 
Ph.D.s in elementary education and secondary 
education.
“In keeping with the pract ice in the 
educat ion d isc ipl ine nat ionwide,  t h is 
program allows students to focus both on a 
particular curriculum (English, science, math, 
languages) and on a particular grade level,” 
Finnigan said.
The full Board of Trustees will vote on 
April 23, and this will determine whether the 
changes are fi nalized. Finnigan was optimistic 
about the potential effects on professors as 
well as students. 
The faculty involved are not in danger 
because they teach in other areas, Finnigan 
said. In addition, the University Faculty 
Manual prevents arbitrary terminat ion 
of faculty members due to a program’s 
discontinuation.
Among the education programs being cut 
at USC Columbia are the interdisciplinary 
master of arts in business education, the IMA 
in physical education and the IMA in sciences. 
The program being ended in the College 
of Arts and Sciences is the master of arts in 
applied art history. The only undergraduate 
program being cut is the undergraduate 
certifi cate of writing at USC Aiken. 
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Programs ● Continued from 1
LOCAL & WORLD NEWS
S.C. doctor charged with tax fraud
Murderer lashes out at hearing
LOCAL
NATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
REYNOSA, Mexico — In an apparent ratcheting up of tactics 
in a long, bloody war, drug cartel gunmen made seven especially 
brazen assaults on Mexican soldiers in one day this week, throwing 
up roadblocks near army garrisons and spraying checkpoints with 
automatic weapons fi re.
Drug bosses appeared to have little to show for Tuesday’s attacks 
near the Texas border except a body count for their own side: 18 
attackers dead, while the military said its own casualties were limited 
to one soldier with a wounded toe.
But there have been more attacks since, and the battles have shown 
that gang henchmen are as well armed, if not as well trained, as the 
soldiers. Armored vehicles and grenade launchers were among the 
items the military seized.
The apparently coordinated assaults raise the prospect that parts of 
Mexico could be descending into open warfare between the cartels and 
the government.
They are occurring as two cartels are engaged in a violent power 
struggle of their own. Mexican offi cials and experts say the attacks on 
soldiers may be intended to get military patrols out of the way of the 
gangs’ increasingly bloody battle for traffi cking routes in the northern 
border states of Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas.
“What we saw ... over the past couple of days is definitely an 
escalation in tactics,” said Alex Posey, a tactical analyst at Stratfor, a 
global intelligence company in Austin, Texas. 
The battles climaxed Tuesday with seven assaults against army 
positions that left 18 attackers dead across Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas. 
Drug cartels target Mexican army
@Visit uswww.dailygamecock.com
4/2 vs. Mississippi State at 7pm
4/3 vs. Mississippi State at 4pm 
4/4 vs. Mississippi State at 2pm
4/7 vs. C of C at 7pm
Upcoming Home 
Games:
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CORRECTIONS
If you fi nd an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us 
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the 
correction in our next issue.
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
V i ew p o i n t s  p a g e  i s  to  s t i m u l a te 
discussion in the University of South 
Carol ina community. A l l  publ ished 
authors are expected to provide logical 
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers three 
methods of expression: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and feedback on 
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be 
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words 
in length and include the author’s name, 
year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and 
USC faculty members to submit guest 
co lumns. Columnists should keep 
submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name and 
position. Guest columns are limited to 
three per author per semester. 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense submissions for length 
and clarity, or not publish at all. 
All submissions become the property 
of  The Da i ly Gamecock and must 
conform to the legal standards of USC 
Student Media.
IT’S YOUR RIGHT
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Republicans won’t strike back in November; 
negativity won’t win against party
 headed by ‘Yes We Can’ president
Democrats will lose in November 
because lack of bipartisanship, 
emphasis on health care over economy 
Fade in. Close shot of the Capitol. Scroll across the 
screen: November 2010. Then, imposed over the shot, the 
blockbuster’s title: “The Republicans Strike Back.”
This isn’t a bad fi lm pitch. But will it happen, or is it too 
melodramatic to be possible? Has the audience played up 
the hype?  My advice: Don’t buy any advance 
tickets.
The past few weeks have witnessed health 
care legislation made law, and conservatives 
who once so heavily opposed it now wet their 
lips when they think about it. Health care has 
apparently become an Achilles’ heel for our 
Democrat-stuffed Congress, and Republicans 
feel confi dent they can steal back seats because 
of it. This is a false confidence; while some 
upsets may be in store for a few far-f lung 
districts, the Democrats have overwhelmingly 
rooted themselves around Obama for a few 
years more. 
It’s true that public opinion is starting to sour when it comes 
to health care, and the Republicans are lapping it up. Gallup 
reports that voters would more likely support a Republican 
candidate in their districts, the fi rst time Republicans have 
gained a strong opinion foothold since March . But what 
we’ve failed to see from the Republicans shows how far from 
a comeback they really are. They always portray themselves 
as counteractive; they keep trying to convince America how 
not-Obama and not-Democrat they are, thinking perhaps of 
how Democrats got the power they have now. But Obama 
hasn’t yet reached the unpopularity that Bush won, and 
deserved, but, with enough time, I wouldn’t put it past him. 
We’re made to believe that Republicans have much more 
support than they actually have. What they’ve done — with 
shocking success — is given their pundits megaphones and 
told them to speak as loudly and passionately as possible. The 
din convinces us this is the neglected, oppressively insured 
America that Obama has ignored, when actually it’s just one 
more Wizard of Oz behind the curtain. Americans will, for 
the most part, be able to fi gure this out for themselves.
Quite honestly, Republicans, do you think the glow has 
completely evaporated from Obama? Can you really prevail 
against the party that still has the “Yes We Can” man in their 
corner? Obama hasn’t stopped being the president of change; 
in fact, he’s proven his own tenacity with both health care and 
his returning his attention to the Middle East. As I said, time 
will test his polish, but he’s still brand new. Don’t think he nor 
the party he’s keeping afl oat is going anywhere easily. 
What the Republicans need to realize is that striking a 
negative pose won’t work for this coming November. They 
have to offer us something other than Palin, tea parties, 
outbursts and social politics still vaguely dominated by the 
cleaver of evangelism. They have to offer us a plan with all 
soberness, without the hints of irritation in their attitudes or 
their desire to fi ght the Democrats at every turn. I don’t see 
them changing these attitudes soon; November will come, 
only to pass them by. 
USC may cut 14 academic programs from the 
curriculum: 13 being graduate level programs, and 
five of them having no students enrolled. If the 
programs that do contain students are deleted, the 
University will likely allow the current students 
to graduate before shutting down the programs 
completely.
On a positive note, two programs will be added: 
a Bachelor’s of science in 
athlet ic training and a 
doctorate in teaching and 
learning.
Basically, the cuts are not 
as bad as many expected. 
Plus, the University has 
stated, quite convincingly, 
that the cuts were motivated 
more by low enrollment and 
the re-accreditation process than budget constraints.
The University is right in seeking to streamline 
the curriculum and eliminate programs that cost 
money without producing satisfying results. If there’s 
no demand, why should there be a supply? This way 
we also shift more of our focus on improving and 
building upon the programs that will most affect 
students.
But let’s not let this be the beginning of a trend. 
USC must offer a wide variety of programs to attract 
and retain students, even if some of the programs 
aren’t substantially filled. While this decision for 
this time feels right, let’s keep away from another 
Pandora’s box.
It’s Easter weekend, and a lot of students will be packing 
their bags to make the long trek home to see friends and family 
before they hit the books to fi nish the semester.
For everyone who practices Christianity, there are just 
as many for whom the word “Easter” means nothing but 
one more commercial holiday that’s going to make weekend 
errands a problem. Some of those folks subscribe to some 
other faith, and some believe in nothing at all. To the latter 
group, here are some words of advice.
We are all still very impressionable, which can be quite 
a double-edged sword in some cases. We could be led into 
something that will drastically change our lives for the better, 
or we could walk down a path that may lead us to prison or 
face-down in a ditch. Sounds pleasant, I know. 
Now is the time when, as growing adults, we need to fi nd 
something strong and important in which to believe and 
invest our faith, something that actually stands for something 
much higher than ourselves that will guide us in the direction 
favorable to ourselves and to society. 
As a single person, it’s diffi cult to make a marked difference 
on the world we live in simply because of our limitations. But 
being part of something much larger than ourselves allows us 
to feel we are accomplishing something more, because we are 
part of a much larger collective of others who 
believe in the same things. 
Faith is such a confusing term that it scares 
away a lot of the public. If you asked any 
American who doesn’t practice any sort of 
religion what they think of the word “faith,” 
often  Christianity, God, the Bible and Jesus 
Christ will be the fi rst words that materialize. It’s 
not hard to understand why, when Christianity 
so deeply supports much of our nation’s culture 
and ideologies. 
But don’t misinterpret this as me trying to sell 
you Christianity — although it’s not a bad way 
to go. I was raised in it, lost my way through 
high school and just recently became a believer once again. I’m 
obviously a little biased, but to each their own. 
Faith, in terms of religion, becomes a very diffi cult concept 
to get behind, but it shouldn’t be, because people use faith in 
their everyday lives. When you go to bed you have faith that 
you will wake up; when you begin each football season you 
have faith that we’ll beat Clemson in the inevitable matchup. 
Religious belief is the same way. The most compelling 
argument I have heard for belief in any sort of higher being is 
a comparison to the Big Bang Theory. 
Scores of people around the world believe what scientists 
say: that all of what we see on this Earth and beyond was 
once contained in a single pinpoint of mass of infi nite density 
and temperature that at some point exploded and created the 
universe. No human ever saw it or recorded it, and there is no 
way to reproduce it in a laboratory, but still so many believe. 
The ability of so many to subscribe to such an abstract, yet 
claim the concept is too much to wrap your heard around, is 
what I fi nd the most diffi cult to believe. 
What a person should actually believe in is up to them. 
There’s Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Judaism, Buddhism 
and scores of others that can lead a person down a path that 
will only benefi t theirs and others’ well being. Pick your own 
fl avor, have fun with it, change it up if you have to: as long as 
you have something to believe.  
Faith brings people together, enabling them 
to make a positive impact on the world
Jeremy 
Aaron
First-year 
visual 
communications 
student
Peter 
Schaeffi ng
Third-year 
economics 
student 
Despite passage of the landmark health care legislation on 
which Obama based his campaign, the Democrats will not 
retain their majority in the House.
Their failure will be based on a conglomeration of facts, 
half-truths and successfully propagated lies.
They have not delivered on their promise 
of bipartisanship. Obama and his Congress 
advertised themselves as bringers of profound 
change, and one change virtually everyone 
wanted was a return to compromise. Rather 
than fi nding a middle ground from which to 
construct a mutually agreeable, or at least less 
disagreeable, bill, the Democrats encouraged 
the growth of the canyon separating the two 
parties. The Republicans, of course, were no 
less guilty of this, but as the minority they will 
not bear the unhappy consequences.
The Democrats have not communicated 
their message as effectively as the Republicans. The GOP 
was able to energize a huge number of Americans with 
ear-catching phrases like “death panel” and anti-American 
appeals of socialism. The fact that Democrats could not use 
the real human problems they were trying to solve to incense 
Americans about the state of the insurance industry, rather 
than the state of insurance reform, was arguably their biggest 
shortcoming.
The media have played a substantial role in the pending 
downfall of the Democratic majority as well. By endlessly 
probing supposed back-room dealings and making claims 
about the bill’s lack of availability, the media characterized it 
as corrupt. The fact is that the bill, like all other legislation, 
was posted online early in the process. Democrats did not 
put up a good defense against these classic weapons of the 
minority, and they will lose seats because of it.
The biggest reason for the end of the Democratic majority 
will be its failure to address the faltering economy.
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act could have 
been the massive stimulus that they intended, but they failed 
to enact it quickly and demonstrate positive results. Instead, 
they hustled to the matter they really wanted to talk about: 
health care.
Health care was a central component of the Democrats’ 
push in 2008, but in the past year it has not been the top 
priority of healthy Americans. Since it is a good bet that 
more Americans are out of work than are sick, these shuffl ed 
priorities will cost the Democrats mightily.
Had Obama and his Congress ended the hemorrhaging 
of jobs and brought the economy back to a reasonable level 
of certainty, they would be on top of the political world. 
Everyone would be so busy hailing their successful reforms, 
or at the very least appreciating the fact that the crisis had 
been contained, that the health care legislation would have 
been a shoe-in. Instead, the process was nasty, brutish and, 
most of all, long. The Democrats missed an opportunity to 
stockpile political capital by taking on the economy fi rst. Now 
they have little to spare. 
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Sweet Vans hits 
New Brookland 
Colin Campbell 
STAFF WRITER 
USC students’ rap-comedy EP 
mixes crude lyrics with keen insight 
For those students that missed alumnus Matthew 
William Jordan’s independently produced film “My 
Sweet Misery” last fall, you’ll get a second chance this 
coming week when the fi lm returns to local theaters.
Jordan, who pursued a master’s degree in English 
at USC, shot his dark comedy for less than $100,000, 
raising the funds privately and without the help of the 
South Carolina Film Commission. 
The f ilm employs cast and crew from the area, 
including USC theater graduates Zach Hanks and 
Paige Cooper, as well as actor and theater department 
professor Richard Jennings .
In an interview with The Daily Gamecock last 
November, Jordan discussed how he was enjoying the 
success of his new fi lm and the exposure it afforded him, 
his cast and his crew, but stressed that he wanted to stay 
in the southeast and grow as a regional independent 
fi lmmaker.
Carmike Cinemas selected Jordan’s film as part of 
its Independent Film Series, and it played in 17 cities 
across the United States . The f ilm had a brief run 
at the Carmike 14, and it will return for a weeklong 
engagement starting today.
“My Sweet Misery” will have a 7:30 p.m. screening at 
the Carmike 14, located in the Harbison area, each day 
for the next week . 
‘MY SWEET MISERY’
Sweet Vans, a Lonely Island-type comedy 
rap group composed of USC students Bakari 
Lebby and Will Flourance , will kick off the 
release of their seven-track EP “I Ain’t Got 
Time” tonight at New Brookland Tavern. 
Doors open at 8 p.m. 
The fi rst title on the EP is the hard-hitting 
“Which One of You Motherf---ers Stole 
My Bike?” which starts when two brothers 
discover their bicycles are stolen and promptly 
break into song. And that’s just the start; the 
song sets the precedent for the rest of the 
album — unapologetic, lyrically raunchy 
comedy raps backed by what could otherwise 
easily be legitimate hip-hop beats and music. 
It is definitely nothing for the easily 
offended. There is no topic the duo shies away 
from, no word too obscene, no boundaries 
at all that can contain their explicit — yet 
strikingly intellectual — rhymes.
The verses are mainly structured like four-
line jokes that build toward punch line at the 
end: “We’re straight co-killers / You’ll wind 
up in the deep end / ‘Cause we’re friends with 
the singer / Of Vampire Weekend.” This 
structure is classic in the genre of comedy 
music — basically just a rhyming witticism 
put to music. Entertainers ranging from 
“Weird Al” Yankovich to Tenacious D have 
used it to great success, and Sweet Vans does 
the same, masterfully stringing together well 
thought-out verses that bring out the same 
hilarity.
“We started recording in October of 2008 
and released our fi rst record November 2008,” 
said Lebby, a second-year marketing major 
and co-founder of Sweet Vans . “We had been 
messing around, joke rapping, I don’t know. 
We got more serious about it and decided to 
write our fi rst song.”
He divides the band’s inspiration into 
two categories: comedy, which he likens 
to YouTube video phenomenon Derrick 
Comedy , and music, which he compares 
to major label hip-hop, like Jay-Z, The 
Neptunes, Outkast and Kanye West.
All the songs, said Lebby, “have specific 
parody of current hip-hop (“I’m What It 
Is Featuring E-Wheezy” opens with the 
line: “Wake up in the morning / feeling like 
Young Jeezy”) while mixing it with social 
parody. Some of them have deeper meanings, 
but they’re not really that important. Like, 
pretty much all of the stuff in ‘Captain Crunk 
Diesel’ actually happened. So yeah, there’s 
deeper meaning but no existentialism or 
anything like that.”
Sweet Vans started production on “I Ain’t 
Got Time” February of last year and is 
offi cially releasing it tomorrow night at the 
show under their self-established label, “Srsly 
Records.” All of the music and beats are 
self-produced by the duo with the exception 
of occasional backing samples, and each song 
takes somewhere between a few weeks and a 
month to produce.
However, as is the tendency with any type 
of music, the songs may sound completely 
different when played live. 
“They’re louder, more energetic. I don’t 
know, some of the songs sound completely 
different. Some of them sound completely 
flushed out,” Lebby said. “In ‘I’m What It 
Is,’ our drummer actually plays the drum 
beat straight from ‘Ziggy Stardust’ (by David 
Bowie). And when we do ‘We Love College,’ 
the band is basically playing ‘Say It Ain’t So’ 
by Weezer.”
In terms of audience reaction, the band 
is constantly shocked; for such vulgar lyrics 
and touchy themes, the crowd is usually 
overwhelmingly positive.
“We’ve been criticized once or twice 
maybe, for the most part, people realize [that] 
there’s a thought-out joke behind it.”
Lebby said he’s always surprised at his 
listeners’ tolerance. 
“There are so many things that could be 
considered really offensive,” Lebby said. 
“We’ve had shows where people have been 
confused. We played this urban club one 
time. Half the people were really confused, 
and the other half were really into it. We don’t 
really worry about it; we actually try to be 
more ridiculous just to see what people do.”
The group has publicized the show 
extensively, doing numerous interviews 
and a video promo; they’ve also performed 
with a full band made up of well established 
Columbia band members. They have a 
Twitter, Facebook and MySpace to attract 
even more fans to their brand of off-the-wall 
music.
After this, they’re working on a follow-up 
remix record called “You Got Time” as well 
as a yet-to-be-named mix tape. To do so, the 
two are taking time off performing, playing 
only this one show all semester, hoping, in 
Lebby’s words, “to come back with something 
even more explosive and extreme.” 
Courtesy of myspace.com
USC students Will Flourance, left, and Bakari Lebby are comedy rap group Sweet Vans.
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
“I’m an idealist. I don’t know where I’m 
going, but I’m on my way.” 
— Carl Sandburg 
Remarkable animal tales 
inspire readers of all ages
Fur, hair, abhorrent bills! No, the shower drain isn’t 
clogged. It’s pet time this week in Under the Cover. 
The furry little critters that perform the necessary 
tasks of keeping your feet warm, fetching the 
morning paper or stealing your 
bagel are highlighted in several 
outstanding books.
Animals are often the central 
par t of a novel;  they play an 
important part in the author or 
characters’ lives. By far the most 
popular is the dog, carrying the title 
of man best’s friend. The ultimate 
dog book would have to be “Old 
Yeller” by Fred Gipson which tells 
the story of a boy and the dog he fi rst 
hated but later grew to love, accepting 
Old Yeller as one of the family. The 
classic story has a heavy tone, making 
it a longer and more serious read with 
a sobering ending. And for those who 
read it in middle school, there’s nothing 
wrong with re-reading a classic.
For the more adventurous at heart, the 
wild doubtlessly calls to you. The book, “The Wilderness 
Family: At Home with Africa’s Wildlife” by Kobie 
Kruger , follows the misadventures of the author and her 
family as they lived in the Mahlangeni section of Kruger 
National Park. It’s nothing like the Disney movie “The 
Lion King” for those wanting a sugar-coated view of 
Africa. The novel centers on the wild animals found 
on the reservation, providing vivid descriptions of the 
rugged backcountry. It’s a memoir about family bound 
to nature and how they learned to get along without the 
comforts of modern society.
For those who prefer tame, but still exotic animals, 
“Alex and Me” by Irene M. Pepperberg is for you. 
The author tells the story of how she discovered the 
intelligence of animals and shared a unique bond with an 
African grey parrot named Alex. The bird’s own unique 
personality is made clear as Pepperberg relates the various 
trials in training Alex as part of her research. Alex could 
do a bit more than say “Polly wanna a cracker” or “pieces 
of eight.” For those who want to gawk at his amazing 
feats, then hurry over to YouTube and type in “Alex and 
Me.” The book is thick with plenty of scientifi c 
jargon, but you’ll f ly through the 
often-quirky moments of dealing 
with a talking bird with attitude.
This week’s list is rounded out 
with the animals’ rights. Gene Baur’s 
“Farm Sanctuary ,” exposes animals’ 
living conditions in slaughterhouses 
and the consequences of industrial 
farming. Unlike other fanatical vegans 
that claim that by eat ing meat the 
human race is doomed, Baur offers 
an alternat ive v iew that al lows the 
readers to still eat a hamburger without 
worrying that the piece of meat will start 
mooing in pain. 
Classic ‘Old Yeller,’ nonfiction favorites 
stand above rest in genre 
Katie Crocker 
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
UNDER THE COVER
100scopenotes.com
scribepublications.com
genebau
r.org
mysweetmiserymovie.com
USC alum Matthew William Jordan’s “My Sweet 
Misery” will play at Carmike Cinemas starting tonight.
HOROSCOPES
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Calendar of Events
The Scene
THE MOST DANGEROUS MAN IN AMERICA: DANIEL 
ELLSBERG AND THE PENTAGON PAPERS
3, 6 and 8 p.m., $6 matinee, $6.50 evening
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St. 
Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock
Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock 
Spurned ● By Jarad Greene / The Daily Gamecock 
ARIES  If you can strike 
a balance between power 
and personal comfort, there’s 
no l imit to what you can 
accomplish today. Work hard.
TAURUS  Persuasion 
comes in the form of a movie 
or other visual demonstration. 
You get to choose the media. 
Take the message to heart.
GEMINI   Successful 
outcomes depend on your 
ability to identify challenges 
correctly. Avert diffi culties by 
asking good questions.
CANCER  Others would 
love to tell you what to do 
today. Reality check: No one 
understands your desires as 
well as you do. Manage your 
own destiny.
LEO   Your enthusiasm 
can overwhelm co-workers. 
They need an energy boost, 
best supplied through lunch 
or dessert.
V I RG O   A l t h o u g h 
today’s activities take you in 
diverse directions, the focus 
is on partnership and support. 
Make it your business to 
express your feelings.
LIBRA  Stay home to take 
care of challenging work that 
requires physical exertion. 
Enlist anyone you can as 
helpers or cheerleaders.
SCORPIO  Take time 
to consider activities with a 
significant person. You can 
accomplish individual goals 
together.
S A G I T T A R I U S 
A s long as you mainta in 
emotional calm, everything 
will run smoothly. Even the 
biggest challenges can be 
handled gently.
C A PRICORN   You 
fi nd yourself a bit off balance. 
Someone pushes you to try 
something outrageous. 
AQUARIUS  You stand 
on your principles today, 
delicately balanced. Resist 
pressure from someone close 
to you that would compromise 
an idea.
PISCES  Difficult issues 
involving resources can be 
resolved in two ways. First, an 
assessment shows where you 
are. Then, throw your energy 
into getting the job done. 
TODAY
FREE PLANET RADIO
7 p.m., $5 advance, $7 day of show
Columbia Museum of Art, 1515 Main St. 
DAVID GARZA W/ GABE LOPEZ OF S-TRIBE
6 p.m., $12 advance/, $15 day of show
The White Mule, 1530 Main St. 
SWEET VANS “I AIN’T GOT TIME” RELEASE, 
DJ KEV KEV, MAGNETIC FLOWERS, JUNIOR 
ASTRONOMERS
8 p.m., $5
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St. 
TOMORROW
THE SKUDS, NU-KLE-AR BLAST SUNTAN, 
POPULATION CONTROL, MURDER MEDIA, SLED, 
COVERED IN S--T
7 p.m., $5 over 21, $7 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St. 
DREW DIXON TRIO W/JEREMY AGGERS 
8 p.m., $5
The White Mule, 1530 Main St. 
INTERNATIONAL PILLOW FIGHT DAY
3 p.m., free
Finlay Park, 930 Laurel St.  
What: Graduate Student Day 
Awards
When: 8 a.m.
Where: Russell House Ballroom
What: Paint the Campus Purple
When: 10 a.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: Truth Information Table
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: Midtown Fellowship 
Giveaway
When: 12:30 p.m. 
Where: Greene Street
What: International Bible Study
When: 1 p.m. 
Where: RH 205
What: Kappa Alpha Psi Probate 
Show
When: 7 p.m.
Where: RH Ballroom 
SPORTS SCHEDULE
Baseball
Mississippi State
7 p.m.
Home
Track and Field
Tiger Track Classic
All Day
Auburn, Ala.
Men’s Tennis
Vanderbilt
Sunday
1 p.m.
Nashville, Tenn.
ACROSS
1 Fire starter?
4 Squabble
8 Exorbitant
13 Mo. in 1781 in
which Cornwallis
surrendered
14 “__ Really Going
Out With Him?”:
Joe Jackson hit
16 Volcanic
ﬂ owers?
17 Princeton
jazzman?
19 Retirement
legislation
acronym
20 One way to run
21 “Egg-laying for
Dummies,” etc.?
23 Disappear
25 Par __
26 Subj. including
grammar
27 What a New
York baseball
owner would do
to ensure player
ﬁ tness?
32 It’s hard to cut
through
33 Company with
toy trucks
34 Young hooter
37 LAX datum
38 Its youngest
British member,
Elise Tan
Roberts, was
admitted at age 2
39 Pres. Jefferson
40 Like Wiener
schnitzel
42 Sign outside a
boarded-up
JFK?
44 Joker
47 Figure of speech
48 Hard to endure
50 Little Londoner?
54 Rte. through
Houston
55 Litmus
reddeners
56 Carpet-cleaning
android?
58 Indian royal
59 Parts of some
support
systems?
60 100%
61 Imitators
62 Latin inﬁ nitive
63 Hope unit
DOWN
1 Desert known for
Joshua trees
2 Nickname for a
player who
performs under
pressure
3 Like espresso
4 Bonn pronoun
5 Fired (up)
6 Author Sholem
7 Pad __: Asian
noodle dish
8 Record holder
9 Sullied
10 Not a good sign
11 Facility
12 Jr.’s exam
15 Abbr. often
following a
comma
18 Brew follower?
22 Classic Welles
role
24 “Let it stand”
28 Genesis
29 Shipping
container
weights
30 Day star?
31 Airport safety gp.
32 Squad car cop,
often
34 Taxonomic
sufﬁ x
35 Choppy seas
feature
36 Nancy’s region
38 Dole
40 Author Harte
41 Quarrels
43 Works
44 Bachelor pad
amenity
45 Colored circle
around the pupil
46 One way to
break the news
49 Get-up-and-go
50 Legal hire
51 Underwear initials
52 Sprint
53 “ER” areas
57 “What’s the __?”
Solution for 04/01/10
04/02/10
04/02/10
Solution from 04/01/10
Butler vs. Michigan State
The Storyline: It’s ‘Hoosiers’ against ‘Nobody respected us.’ Butler, playing in its 
fi rst Final Four in its hometown of Indianapolis , has become the toast of the nation, evoking 
references to Jimmy Chitwood , Hinkle Fieldhouse  and Hickory High  all week long. The 
Bulldogs are up against another team from the heartland nobody expected to be here – 
Michigan State. MSU entered the season as a national championship contender, but injuries, 
most importantly the loss of Kalin Lucas , had many fi guring MSU short for the tournament and 
writing its chances off. 
What to Watch For: Will being in its hometown be a signifi cant advantage for the 
Bulldogs? With the Final Four being held in its own backyard, Butler will have a loud home crowd 
behind it, the ability to sleep in its own bed and a short commute to Lucas Oil Stadium. 
The Pick: As we’ve once again learned, you shouldn’t bet against Tom Izzo in March. That 
logic should be applied here as well. Butler has a nice story and keeps it close, but the Spartans 
return to the bright lights of Monday Night in the end. Michigan State 75, Butler 70.  
West Virginia vs. Duke
The Storyline: More or less, this is a clash of opposites. Duke, back in the Final Four for 
the fi rst time since 2004 , is the clean cut and battle tested machine led by legendary coach Mike 
Krzyzewski . West Virginia is the upstart and physical ‘Beast of the Big East’ skippered by the 
infamous Bob Huggins . WVU’s 73-66 upset of Kentucky in the Elite Eight robbed CBS of its 
dream match-up of UK and Duke and the chance to show the Christian Laettner play a thousand 
times, but this is a pretty good second option.
What to Watch For: Can the Mountaineers keep about their torrid pace from beyond 
the arc? One of the main reasons WVU was able to knock off the heralded Wildcats was its 43.5% 
shooting from three-point range. Against a Blue Devils team that shoots and shoots well, that will 
have to continue.
The Pick: West Virginia is a very good team, but Coach K has been waiting way too long 
for this moment. Duke gets the job done and moves on. Duke 80, West Virginia 69. 
Final Four teams gear up for title run
With just over three weeks remaining in the season, 
the South Carolina men’s tennis team is hitting its 
stride when it matters most. 
Coming off a 4-2 victory against Mississippi State 
and their third win against a top 50 opponent in 10 
days, the No. 38  Gamecocks will attempt to add to 
their NCAA Tournament resumé when they take on 
No. 10 Kentucky this afternoon. 
“It was really important for us to get that win, even 
though it was on the road,” USC coach Kent DeMars 
 said. “We’ve got everybody back and pretty healthy. 
About four matches ago, I felt like the team was ready 
to start producing. They’ve done pretty well since that 
time.” 
The Gamecocks will be counting on continued 
success from seniors Diego Cubas and Pedro Campos. 
Both enter today’s match ranked in the top 80 in 
singles and are 6-2 on the season when paired together 
in doubles. 
“You’ve got to have your seniors doing well to have 
a good season, and right now they are,” DeMars said. 
“They’re showing the way and now we just need a 
couple other people to follow. If that happens, we can 
be pretty dangerous.” 
Having won last season’s match against then-No.13 
Kentucky, Carolina (9-7, 1-5) will look to come away 
with a similar result in this year’s showdown with the 
Wildcats (14-6, 4-2).  
“They have primarily the same team as we do, so I 
don’t feel like we’re going into that match feeling like, 
‘Gee, they’re top 10 and so good,’ but we certainly 
respect what they’ve done,” DeMars said. “They’re 
a very talented group and we’re looking forward to 
playing them.” 
The match begins at 4 p.m. in Lexington, Ky.
Coming off a strong fourth place showing last 
Tuesday in the Hootie at Bulls Bay Intercollegiate , 
the No. 13 South Carolina men’s golf team is 
looking for one more good tournament showing 
before the SEC Championship in the Adminstaff 
Augusta State Invitational. 
Senior Patrick Rada, who came in third place 
individually on Tuesday, tied his career low score 
with a 6-under-par 207. Rada will be looking to 
carry that momentum into this weekend and onto 
the SEC Championship. 
“I’m proud of the guys,” coach Bill McDonald 
said. “We had a good week and a fourth place fi nish 
in this fi eld is not that bad.” 
One of the highlights of the 18-team group 
includes a 36-hole event taking place at Forest Hills 
Country Club in Augusta Ga. with the Augusta 
State Invitational fi eld stacked. No. 2 Georgia, No. 
5 UCLA, No. 9 Tennessee, No. 10 Georgia Tech , 
No. 15 Clemson  and No. 23 East Tennessee St. will 
face the Gamecocks at this event. 
“We’re getting contributions from everybody and 
I think going into the postseason we are looking 
pretty good,” McDonald said.
 
Nam Y. Huh / The Associated Press
Michigan State’s Spartans celebrate after knocking off Tennessee in the Elite Eight.
David J. Phillip / The Associated Press
Duke’s Lance Thomas dunks on Baylor Ekpe Udoh in last weekend’s Elite Eight matchup.
James Kratch
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Butler returns home, plays Cinderella against Michigan State, 
West Virginia looks to knock off second consecutive No. 1 seed
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
The USC softball team is set to host the Tennessee 
Volunteers  in a double-header Saturday in the hopes of 
fi nally getting on the winning side of things in league 
play.
Saturday’s double-header is the annual Strike-Out 
Cancer Day where the Gamecocks will again be raising 
money for Cancer Research.  This is the second year in a 
row that the Gamecocks will be hosting the event.  
This event hits close to home for one Gamecock.
Junior pitcher Ashley Chastain’s mother, who is a 
cancer survivor herself, threw out the opening pitch 
against Alabama a year ago. 
“It pretty much means everything to me,” Chastain 
said. “It’s the most special weekend of the season for 
me, my whole family is here. Especially seeing my mom 
throw out the fi rst pitch last year, just really touches my 
heart. It’s something bigger than the game of softball.”
Chastain and the Gamecocks know the importance of 
a home fi eld advantage.
“Home crowd is always a great thing,” Chastain said. 
“We always have a good turnout especially this weekend, 
I mean, last year I remember they were fi lled, and there 
was not a seat left I hope that’s the case this weekend 
because it defi nitely makes all the difference.”
 
After defeating The Citadel by a score of 10-1 Tuesday night, the 
Gamecocks begin a crucial home series against conference rival 
Mississippi State (14-11, 2-4)  tonight. 
Carolina (20-5, 5-1) sits atop the SEC East standings, having 
won 14 of its last 15 games . This series is important for Carolina to 
remain atop the standings and coach Ray Tanner wants the team to 
play every game in the series as it’s the last.
“I’ve always stressed that you play every game like it’s the last or 
the most important game of the year,” said Tanner.
The top two starters in the weekend rotation are Blake Cooper and 
Sam Dyson, who will start on Friday and Saturday respectively. With 
the struggles of freshman Tyler Webb  to pitch on a constant basis, 
Tanner has decided to start Jay Brown in the series fi nale. Brown 
enters with a record of 1-0 with a 3.38 earned run average. 
“Jay has been that guy for us when we had some issues,” said 
Tanner. “He’s gone into the games and kind of keep it in check.” 
Brown has been described by Tanner as an “unsung hero” by the 
number of quality innings he has pitched on the season. 
As the team approaches the halfway point of the season, the 
struggle to fi nd a consistent batting order most notably in the middle 
of the order. The struggle of fi rst baseman Nick Ebert  has been the 
reason for the concern. 
“I’ve had a hard time recently putting together the middle of our 
order,” said Tanner. “Walker has some moments, but he is a freshman 
going through growing pains. Jeffery Jones has done a pretty good in 
his opportunities, but doesn’t have as many as bats as the other guys.” 
BROWN TO START 
AGAINST BULLDOGS
Justin Warlick
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Senior right-hander replaces freshman Webb 
as Sunday starter against Mississippi State
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
SPORTS BRIEFS
MEN’S TENNIS
MEN’S GOLF
SOFTBALL
Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Jay Brown pitches against Clemson last season at Carolina Stadium.
— FROM STAFF REPORTS
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Place  a  C lass i f i ed  ad :  p  803-777-3888  • f  803-777-6482  • www.da i lygamecock .com
E-ma i l :  sho lmes@mai lbox .sc .edu  • Of f ice  hours :  M-F 8 :30  am -  5  pm •  Russe l l  House ,  Rm.  343
Additional Info
DEADLINE Additional options
Major credit cards acceptedLine classified ad rates
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 
?????????
803.252.2634
21 NATIONAL GUARD RD
Apartments
1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLOCK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com
PRE-LEASE FOR SUMMER/FALL
Reserve 2BR for $750 Market rate 905. 
Reserve it today! All utilities incld. 
Open M-F 9-5  Call Glenn 799-1442
Housing-Rent
Park Circle Condo - top flr unit 3Br 2 
1/2BA 2 bloks to USC free parking 
washer/dryer partly funished $1200/mo 
803-834-3451
4BR 2B House avail Aug 1st. $1395 
fenced yard Old Shandon 318-0729
2BR 1.5BA Townhouse W. Cola 
5 min to downtown $850. 261-9085.
CONDO FOR RENT  2BR 2BA
min from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $800.Avail now! 
Call Matt 730-3980
Near USC 3BR 2BA home fenced yd 
modern kit w/amenities laundry room 
$900/mo year lease August 1st.
Avail June 1st if need. 706-825-9175
ROOMS -4-RENT Lg Spacious 
Walk  to USC  $300/mo.  Call 463-5129
3BR 1.5 BA 1700 sq ft SFH in Rose-
wood $1,000 Plenty off st. pkg. 
301-801-3573
Housing-Sale
Laurens St. Duplex - 2 story 3BR 1BA 
x2. Off st pkg $275k. Call 238-6916
Heathwood Upscale 5BR 3BA Home
totally renov. Sale/Rent/Lease purchase 
located dwtwn close to USC! 2FP’s in 
LR & Master (B/W BD & BA) granite in 
kitchen & BA's/Vaulted ceiling/hdwd & 
tile/SS appl/jacuzzi/deck/corner lot...
TOO MUCH TO LIST! $274,000 or 
$2,175/mo 803-600-4377
Help Wanted
Stadium Suites Student Housing
A premier student housing community in 
Columbia is seeking enthusiastic, peer 
leaders to join our team as community 
assistants. Ideal candidates will possess 
a positive, resident service attitude, ex-
cellent written and verbal communica-
tions with a desire to assist others. 
Some computer skills are necessary. We 
are a Drug Free Workplace, 
EOE/M/F/V/H. Please send resumes to 
kristavotaw@yahoo.com
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
Busy Allergist Office seeks, bright, hard-
working, ethical  students to work FT for 
one year. Preferred start date is May 
17th. We have both clinical and business 
positions available. Excellent opportunity 
for those interested in apply to medial 
and/or graduate school. We can provide 
hands on clinical experience. Only those 
with excellent academic records and ref-
erences need apply. Email with dates 
available to begin work to
palmettoallergya@bellsouth.net
Help Wanted
Child Care
FT NANNY FOR SUMMER - Irmo area
2 girls 9&12. May-Aug 18th M-F 
9:30am-6pm. Must have reliable trans.. 
good insurance ex ref. & love to have 
fun, but firm. $450/wk. 3-4/wks off during 
the summer for travel, we can work 
w/sched if you lock in ASAP. Interested? 
email angelica@bellalucce.com
Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs
Tri-City Leisure Center is seeking fun, 
enthusiastic and responsible After 
School counselors to work M-F 2-6pm. 
No nights/ No weekends.
Call Will 939-9309.
Help Wanted
Summer Camps
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counsel-
ors for all land, adventure & water 
sports. Great summer! Call 
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com
Help Wanted
Instructors
Experienced Personal Trainers  
needed. Located 5 minutes from cam-
pus. PT available. Contact 
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..
Help Wanted
Restaurants
HARBOR IN SEAFOOD -Now hiring 
servers/cashiers for day and night. Will 
work with your schedule. Please apply 
within 7375 Two Notch Rd 462-3498
Services
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? 
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
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